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Abstract— Essential parameters of physical, propagation-based
MIMO channel models are the fading statistics and the directional spread of multipath clusters. In this paper we determine
these parameters in the azimuth-of-arrival/azimuth-of-departure
(AoA/AoD) domain based on comprehensive indoor MIMO
measurements at 5.2 GHz in a cluttered office environment
using the SAGE algorithm for parameter estimation. Due to
cluster identification in AoA/AoD-domain we found a greater
number of clusters than those reported in previous publications.
Regarding the fading statistics of clusters, so far not studied,
strong (obstructed-)line-of-sight clusters show Rician fading,
corresponding to few dominant propagation paths, whereas most
clusters exhibit Rayleigh fading, corresponding to many paths
with approximately equal powers and uncorrelated phases. Rootmean-square cluster azimuth spreads (CASs) were estimated with
a novel method by appropriately restricting the support of the
cluster azimuth distribution. We found that the estimated CASs
are different when seen from transmitter or receiver, i.e. their
ranges are from 2◦ to 9◦ and from 2◦ to 7◦ at the transmitter
side and the receiver side, respectively.
Index Terms— MIMO systems, radio propagation, multipath
channels, modeling, clustering methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE use of multiple antennas at both link ends (MIMO)
in wireless communication systems promises high spectral efficiency and reliability. Accurate channel models are
required for proper design of signal processing algorithms in
the receivers of these systems and may also be used to gain
insight into the propagation phenomena as such. An important
feature of the MIMO propagation channel with respect to
MIMO applications is the occurrence of multipath components
(MPCs) in clusters. It is shown in [1] that channel models
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disregarding clustering effects result in overestimation of the
channel capacity. In densely but homogeneously cluttered
environments, the (root-mean-square) azimuth spread [2] and
fading statistics are well-known commonly used quantities to
assess the performance of smart antennas with low directional
resolution (few antennas).
However, a global azimuth spread is not able to capture
the detailed structure of direction dispersion in the radio
propagation that is crucial for a number of MIMO transmission
techniques, e.g. [3]. The following example demonstrates the
need for a refined characterization of dispersion in azimuth
of arrival (AoA) and azimuth of departure (AoD) where
dominant clusters are described individually by their cluster
azimuth spreads (CASs) [4]. Figure 1 shows two synthetic environments with different marginal one-dimensional azimuth
power spectra. Scenario 1 (dashed line) shows one cluster with
rather large CAS. Scenario 2 (solid line) exhibits two clusters
with small CASs each. However, both scenarios lead to the
same global azimuth spread. In this paper we therefore take
the approach to characterise multipath clusters individually
and investigate their CASs and their fading statistics. This
approach extends the global view of overall fading statistics
and a single angular spread for the environment.
A. Related work
Saleh and Valenzuela observed multipath clustering in the
delay domain [5]. There are various definitions of “clusters”
(e.g. [6], [7]). In our understanding a multipath cluster is a
group of MPCs with similar propagation parameters, such as
AoA, AoD, and delay.
In [8] and [9], experimental investigations showed that lineof-sight (LOS) scenarios exhibit Rician fading, while non-lineof-sight (NLOS) scenarios exhibit Rayleigh fading, which our
results will confirm for clusters. The global angular spreads
ranged between 30 and 70 degrees in the investigated environments. The authors of [10], [11] showed fading statistics for
the 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz band. They evaluated Rician K-factors
between 0.6 and 5.1.
Previous results on the characteristics of clusters were
obtained mostly for single-input multiple-output (SIMO)
channels where the MPCs are resolved in the AoA/delaydomain. Using the SAGE (Subspace Alternating Generalized
Expectation-maximization) algorithm for estimating channel
parameters, the authors of [6] investigated the distribution of
cluster position, the distribution of MPCs’ position per cluster,
and the number of clusters and distribution of the number of
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•
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

0.16
0.14

Amplitude [linear]

0.12

Whereas fading statistics have been well investigated
in literature, this contribution provides the first characterization of cluster fading to the best of the authors’
knowledge. We found the intuitive result that NLOS clusters followed a Rayleigh distribution, but LOS clusters
showed a Rician fading distribution.
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Fig. 1. Two exemplary angular power spectra leading to the same global
azimuth spread equal to 20◦ .

MPCs per cluster. They found a mean number of 7 clusters
in their scenarios. Using a spatial filter on SAGE estimates,
[12] investigated the CAS and observed mean cluster angular
spreads ranging between 6 and 36 degrees. (Note that these
spreads are not rms values, but rather the extents of the clusters
in the angular domain.) In [7], spreading parameters of the
(assumed) Laplacian power spectrum of clusters were found
to lie in the range from 21.5 to 25.5 degrees. The number of
clusters and the average clusters rms angular spread was also
investigated in [13]. The authors found an average number of
only 2.3 clusters but rms CAS of 27 degrees by using the
CLEAN algorithm.
B. Contributions
In this paper we provide insight into clustered wave propagation, and present cluster parameters, based on a comprehensive, well-documented MIMO measurement campaign in
a cluttered office environment, which is characteristic for e.g.
WLAN-MIMO deployment.
The detailed contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
• We introduce a more objective method for cluster identification in measurement data. The identification was carried out with an improved visual procedure using path estimates together with the double directional (AoA/AoD)
power spectrum (APS), which shows better resolution
than the AoA/delay domain.
• We introduce a new, more precise definition of what a
cluster is, and restrict clusters by ellipses. Moreover, by
choosing the sizes of the ellipses appropriately, the CAS
estimator is nearly unbiased.
• Using the measurement data, we evaluated the CASs,
where we found that they are different when seen from
Rx and from Tx in our environment. We also found
more clusters than in previous works, because of better
resolution in the AoA/AoD domain. The evaluated CASs
values can be used to parametrize the new cluster-based
COST 273 MIMO channel model [14].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
measurement equipment, and the indoor environment investiaged during the channel sounding campaign. In Section III we
introduce the methods for the cluster identification and cluster
parameter estimation. The CASs and cluster fading statistics
evaluated from measurements are presented in Section IV. We
conclude in Section V.
II. M EASUREMENT
A. Measurement set-up
The measurements (see [15] for more details) were performed with the wideband vector channel sounder RUSK ATM
[16] with a measurement bandwidth of 120 MHz at a center
frequency of 5.2 GHz. At the transmit (Tx) side a sleeve
antenna was mounted on a 2D positioning table. The antenna
was positioned by means of two stepping motors controlled by
the channel sounder. The Tx antenna was moved to 20 x- and
10 y-positions on a rectangular grid with mesh λ/2, forming
a virtual 20 × 10 Tx planar array without mutual coupling.
The receiver (Rx) was equipped with a directional 8-element
uniform linear array (ULA) with 0.4λ inter-element spacing
and two additional dummy elements. The antenna elements
were printed dipoles on a backplane with 120◦ 3dB field-ofview. The elements were consecutively multiplexed to a single
receiver chain.
For each position of the Tx antenna on the grid the channel
sounder measured 128 successive snapshots of the frequency
transfer function of the subchannel between the Tx antenna
and each Rx antenna element. Within the measurement bandwidth of 120 MHz, 193 equidistant samples of the transfer
function were taken. Altogether, each measured environment is
represented as a (128 × 193 × 8 × 200) 4-dimensional complex
channel transfer matrix containing the channel coefficients for
each temporal snapshot, frequency, Rx and Tx position. Since
the measurement of the whole 4-dimensional channel transfer
matrix took about 10 minutes, we measured at night to ensure
time-invariance. In a post-processing stage, all 128 temporal
snapshots were averaged to increase the SNR. Furthermore
the mutual coupling between the elements of the receiver array
was numerically cancelled using the method proposed in [17].
For the following evaluations, we used only a sub-array of
12 × 6 Tx positions to mitigate large-scale fading effects.
B. Environment
The measurements were carried out in the offices of
the Institut für Nachrichtentechnik und Hochfrequenztechnik,
Technische Universität Wien with a map shown in Figure 2.
In total, 24 Rx positions were investigated: one in a hallway
with line-of-sight (LOS) to the Tx, the other 23 positions in
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Fig. 2. Map of the investigated building with the Tx position and the various
Rx positions.
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various office rooms connected to this hallway with no-lineof-sight (NLOS) to the Tx. The location of the (virtual) Tx
array was kept fixed in the hallway. Some rooms were amply,
others sparsely furnished with wooden and metal furniture,
bookshelves, and plants. Figures 3 and 4 show photographs
taken with the equipment located in the corridor and an exemplary Rx scenario in one of the office rooms, respectively. At
each Rx position, we rotated the Rx antenna to three different
broadside directions D1, D2 and D3 as depicted in Figure 2.
These directions were angularly spaced by 120◦ . Thereby, we
get 72 different measurement “scenarios”, i.e. combinations of
Rx positions and directions. The average coherence bandwidth
of the measurements was around 5.8 MHz corresponding to 8
frequency bins [15].
In this paper we considered multiple realisations of 8 × 8
MIMO channels. Spatial realisations were generated by always
considering all Rx antennas and forming a virtual ULA by
grouping together measurement data collected at 8 adjacent Tx
antenna locations [15, Ch. 4.3.3]. As the Tx virtual array has
dimensions 12 × 6, by grouping the measurements collected
at 8 adjacent antenna positions and using all 8 Rx antennas,
we obtained Ns = 30 spatial realisations of the 8 × 8 MIMO
channel matrix. Additionally all Nf = 193 frequencies were
considered as realisations as well, which yields a total number
of Nf Ns = 5790 channel realisations per measurement
scenario.
III. E VALUATION

Fig. 3. Photograph showing the measurement equipment located in the
corridor.

We decided for estimating the cluster parameters in the
AoA/AoD domain, as, in our case, this domain offers better
separation of the paths than the angle/delay domain. Figure 5a
shows an exemplary AoA/AoD power spectrum, whereas
in Figure 5b the corresponding AoA/delay power spectrum
is plotted. Even though using wideband measurements, the
intrinsic delay resolution of 8.3 ns is too low for distinguishing clusters in indoor environments, while clusters are well
separated in the angular domain.
To estimate the CASs and cluster fading statistics, we
use the following steps: (i) Estimation of the parameters of
the MPCs using the SAGE algorithm; (ii) Identification of
clusters; (iii) Assignment of the estimated paths to the clusters;
(iv) Estimation of the CASs and the fading statistics of each
identified cluster.
A. Estimation of path parameters using the SAGE algorithm
For each measurement scenario, out of all 5790 channel
realisations we randomly select a subset of K = 150 different
channel realisations to keep the computational complexity
tractable1 . The 8 × 8 MIMO channel matrices are denoted
by H(ij) where i and j denote the indices of the frequency
realisation and spatial realisation respectively, and Hk denotes
the randomly chosen realisations, where k = 1 . . . K.
Subsequently, we apply the SAGE algorithm [18] (implementation from [19]) to estimate the complex amplitudes,
AoAs, and AoDs of the MPCs from each chosen channel

Fig. 4.

Photograph of one Rx site in an office room (position Rx7D2).

1 We chose the realisations to be well separated over space and frequency
to ensure low correlation between them.
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Fig. 5. (a) Double-directional (AoA/AoD) power specturm, and (b) Delay/Angle-of-Arrival power spectrum computed from the same measurement data.
Evidently, the delay resolution is not sufficient for cluster identification, while clusters can be clarly distinguished in the double-directional power spectrum.

realisation Hk . The signal model used for the algorithm is
the specular path model given by
H=

Np


(p)

(p)

A(p) aRx (ϕRx )aH
Tx (ϕTx ),

(1)

p=1

where Np denotes the number of paths, and the pth is
described by its complex amplitude, A(p) , and its AoA and
(p)
(p)
AoD, ϕRx and ϕTx , respectively. The normalized steering
vectors of the respective arrays are denoted by aTx (·) and
aRx (·), respectively.
SAGE estimation has to be performed conscientiously.
The model order and the dynamic range have to be chosen
carefully. The effective dynamic range of the measurements
was at 55 dB. To be well within the SNR level of our measured
channel realisations, we choose a dynamic range of 30 dB
for the SAGE estimation. In order to extract as many paths
as possible, the model order, i.e. the number of paths to be
estimated, was selected to be maximum 49 in each realization.
MPCs estimated with SNR below the dynamic range were
discarded. With these settings we made sure that the dominant
MPCs in the received signal were extracted.
The SAGE algorithm provides approximate maximumlikelihood estimates of the path parameters as ordered sets Âk ,
ϕ̂Rx,k , and ϕ̂Tx,k of the MPCs, for each considered channel
realisation k, k = 1, . . . , K. The set Âk is given by


(N
)
(1)
(2)
Âk = Âk Âk
· · · Âk p,k ,

(2)

where each of the sets contain Np,k (the number of resolved
paths in the kth channel realisation) elements, at most 49
(corresponding to the model order). The sets ϕ̂Rx,k , and ϕ̂Tx,k
are defined similarly.
The three ordered sets are collected in a parameter set


Θ̂k = Âk ϕ̂Rx,k ϕ̂Tx,k = SAGE(Hk ),
(3)
describing all resolved (estimated) paths for the kth channel
realisation. In (3) Hk denotes the channel matrix of the kth
realisation and SAGE(·) represents the estimates returned by
the SAGE algorithm.

As a further check on the validity of the SAGE estimates, we evaluated the residual power of the channel by
H − Ĥ2F /H2F , where H denotes the measured channel
realisation and Ĥ denotes the reconstructed channel from the
SAGE estimates according to (1), and  · 2F denotes the
Frobenius norm. We found that the residual power was, on
average, only 5.7% of the signal power.
B. Cluster identification
Throughout literature (e.g. [6], [12]) clusters are identified visually. Currently, conventional heuristic clustering algorithms are both very time consuming and are inadequate,
in that they do not utilize the properties of wave propagation (e.g. path powers are neglected). Conventional spectralbased methods usually exhibit larger angular spreads than
the true spreads due to the limited resolution of the array
response. Some automatic methods rely on a probability
density function (pdf) for the parametric characterization of
angular dispersion of the clusters. Proposed candidate pdfs
are Gaussian, Uniform, and Von-Mises [20], [21], [22], [23].
These methods are computationally complex, especially in the
multi-dimensional case. Furthermore, when the underlying pdf
is different from the true distribution, this mismatch may lead
to poor estimation results.
In contrast, the method proposed in this paper exhibits lower
computational complexity. Furthermore, it does not require the
knowledge of the actual angular distribution, therefore it is
applicable for arbitrary distributions.
While we adopt the visual clustering approach, we improve
it by using the estimated double-directional angular power
spectrum (APS) [24] jointly with the AoD and AoA estimates
of MPCs obtained with the SAGE algorithm.
We use the following method for visual cluster identification. The full spatial correlation matrix RH is calculated
by averaging the channel matrices obtained from all 5790
realizations:
RH

Nf
Ns 
1 
=
vec(H(ij) )vec(H(ij) )H ,
Ns Nf i=1 j=1

(4)
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Fig. 6. Visual cluster identification via the estimated APS (a) and the (AoA,AoD) estimates (b). The first already identified cluster is indicated by an ellipse.

where (·)H denotes hermitian transpose, the vec(·) operator
stacks the columns of a matrix into a vector. By doing this, we
partially cancel out small-scale and frequency selective fading
effects.
The double-directional APS is estimated using the Bartlett
beamformer [25]
P (ϕRx , ϕTx ) =
(aTx (ϕTx ) ⊗ aRx (ϕRx ))H RH ((aTx (ϕTx ) ⊗ aRx (ϕRx )),
(5)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
In order to identify clusters in the AoA/AoD domain, we
plot two figures: (i) the estimated APS (5), jointly with the
(AoA,AoD)-pairs of 1000 paths exhibiting the largest gain
amplitudes (Figure 6a); these paths are selected from all available path sets Θ̂k , and (ii) these pairs only in an AoA/AoD
scatter plot, but colour-coded with a scale, indicating the
gain amplitude (Figure 6b). Then we identify clusters by the
following rules:
• Each “cluster” is defined as a group of MPCs showing
similar AoA and AoD.
• In the scatter plot of (AoA,AoD) estimates, clusters show
dense estimated MPCs with similar powers, where the
powers of the MPCs decrease from the cluster’s centre
to the outskirts.
• In the APS the cluster power distribution must also
decrease from the centre to the outskirts.
• Clusters must not overlap.
Using these rules, we can visually fit ellipses to match the
clusters best. The elliptical shape is used for the following
reason: in the AoA/AoD case, the power spectrum of a
cluster can be described approximately using a pdf of the
generalized Von-Mises-Fischer (VMF) distribution [26]2 . For
small spreads, the contour lines of this distribution are close
to ellipses.
2 While this approximation has been a good working assumption for
modelling multi-variate directional data, the VMF distribution has finally been
found also in experiment [27].

Figure 6 demonstrates this approach applied to identify the
first cluster for the exemplary scenario Rx7D2 (see floorplan in
Figure 2). From Figure 6b, a clutter of AoD-AoA estimates
can be observed, centered at approximately (AoD, AoA) =
(30◦ , 40◦ ) with stronger power, the APS (Figure 6a) exhibits
a (wide) peak there, too. The extent of the cluster is now
estimated by fitting visually an ellipse to the AoA/AoD
estimates. Notice that one has to take care that the cluster
is not selected too large, since the estimated MPCs around
(AoD, AoA) = (30◦ , 15◦ ) is likely to belong to another
cluster, as one can see from the AoD-AoA scatter plot. This
method is repeated, until all clusters of an environment are
identified, i.e. there are no more significant MPCs to combine.
In the investigated Rx scenarios we find a mean number of
8.8 clusters within the field-of-view (120◦ ) of the Rx antenna.
Note that we identified more clusters than observed in other
comparative works [6], [7], [12]. The identified clusters have
smaller angular spread in the AoA/AoD domain compared
to those identified in the AoA/delay domain. The reason is
that already small differences in delay may lead to clearly
distinguishable AoDs, especially in indoor environments. In
our case, the clusters can be more easily separated in the
AoA/AoD domain than in the AoA/Delay or AoD/Delay
domains. In this way, we increase the cluster resolution.
C. Cluster allocation
Characteristics of an identified cluster are gathered by
using the AoA/AoD estimates allocated to this cluster. For
this we determined to which ellipse each path belonged.
This allocation is done for each scenario with the following
algorithm.
For each cluster l, we allocated the SAGE estimates enclosed by the defined ellipse and collected them in cluster
sets Cl by


Cl = Θ̃1l Θ̃2l · · · Θ̃Kl , l = 1 . . . Nc ,
(6)
where Nc denotes the number of clusters in the considered
scenario and Θ̃kl is a subset of Θk containing the correspond-
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To generate the fading realisations, we coherently sum the
complex weights of the paths belonging to the same cluster
and same realisation over n, n = 1 . . . Np,kl :


N

 p,kl (n) 
(8)
Pkl = 
Ãkl  , k = 1 . . . K,
 n=1


Fig. 7.
Double-directional APS with identified clusters (ellipses) and
allocated SAGE estimates (crosses) of the exemplary indoor scenario.

ing SAGE estimates for the considered cluster l and channel
realisation k,


Θ̃kl = Ãkl ϕ̃Rx,kl ϕ̃Tx,kl , Θ̃kl ⊂ Θ̂k .
(7)
The indexed subsets Ãkl , ϕ̃Rx,kl , and ϕ̃Tx,kl hold Np,kl
(number of allocated paths in the kth realisation for the lth
cluster) elements, each, and are again indexed as shown in
(2). The sorting of the SAGE estimates into the cluster sets is
done by geometrical considerations in the angular domain.
Figure 7 shows the double-directional APS obtained at the
scenario Rx7D2 (see Figure 2). Identified clusters are enclosed
by ellipses. AoA/AoD estimates falling within these ellipses
are shown as white crosses. The sum powers of the paths
within the clusters amount to 70% of the total estimated power
on average. The other estimates can be interpreted as diffuse
multipath and are discarded.
D. Cluster fading statistics
Once clusters are identified, their fading statistics and
directional distributions can be determined.
To evaluate the cluster fading statistics we treat the channel
as SISO channel using ideal omnidirectional antennas with
propagation paths only from the respective cluster. All the
paths are added coherently on this single antenna element.
Doing this for many channel realisations results in fading.
It is common knowledge that high-resolution estimation
of specular propagation paths in a cluster environment bears
several risks. The model used for SAGE estimation assumes
plane-wave propagation. This condition is not fulfilled in all
scenarios. Scatterers can be very close to the Tx or Rx array.
As a result wave-fronts may be curved. Since the underlying
model does not account for these effects, the algorithm tries
to approximate curved wave-fronts by multiple plane waves.
Hence, seemingly resolved propagation paths might not exist.
Our algorithm for evaluating the fading statistics takes care
of these effects by summing up fading contributions in the
same channel realisation. So, paths estimated from one curved
wave-front are treated as a single fading contribution.

where Pkl denotes the kth fading realisation in cluster l. For
clusters with few significant paths, we expect the cluster to
fade Rician, for clusters with equal-power paths we expect
Rayleigh fading.
As there were only 150 fading realisations for each cluster,
we have not been able to estimate Rician fading parameters,
such as the K-factor, but we compared the resulting fading
statistics to Rayleigh fading by conducting a KolmogorovSmirnov test [28]. This test provides a characterisation of
the fading statistics, to be close to Rayleigh fading, below
Rayleigh fading (e.g. double-Rayleigh), or above Rayleigh
fading (e.g. Rician fading). “Above (Below) Rayleigh” is
defined as a pdf whose mode3 has a larger (smaller) value than
the corresponding Rayleigh distribution with equal power.
Results for the considered scenarios are presented in Section
IV.
E. Cluster azimuth spread
In this paper, we evaluate the rms cluster azimuth spread
(CAS) using SAGE estimates based on the specular wave
model. This approach extends the view of a global azimuth
spread of the environment. Here, we restrict the investigations
to the azimuthal dispersion.
One has to be careful with the estimation of the CAS. Due
to our method using SAGE estimates based on the specular
wave model, we only state a value of the rms CAS, and not
a distribution function of the power within a this would yield
demonstrably false results [29]. The reader is referred to this
reference for the detailed explanation.
The global azimuth spread on one side, either Tx or Rx [2]
is defined by the second order moment of the azimuth power
spectrum at that side, which is given by
rms

ϕ

Ú
Ù
Ù Ê (ϕÊ − ϕ̄) |A(ϕ)| dϕ , with ϕ̄ = ÊÊ
=Ø
|A(ϕ)| dϕ
π
−π

2

π
−π

2

2

π
ϕ|A(ϕ)|2 dϕ
−π
,
π
|A(ϕ)|2 dϕ
−π

(9)

where |A(ϕ)|2 is the azimuth power spectrum of the considered scenario. In the case of the cluster azimuth spread (CAS)
[4], only those components that contribute to the considered
cluster have to be accounted4. For calculating the CAS, the
power spectrum of the considered cluster |Al (ϕ)|2 has to be
used.
We want to point out that a more accurate definition of
the dispersion in the direction domain would be the direction
spread [22], as this measure is more natural and moreover,
3 The

mode of a distribution is defined as the most probable value.
(9) is sometimes used, even when multiple large clusters are
observed. As shown in Section I, in the case of a multiple-cluster environment
this global directional spread fails to describe the directional dispersion of
individual clusters.
4 Definition
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relates to the stationarity region of the channel. However, for
small values, the azimuth spread approximates the direction
spread well. This especially applies to clusters, since the CASs
are usually small.
For estimation of the CASs, we calculate the AoA and AoD
rms CASs for each cluster l, by using the powers and angles
of all resolved paths in the cluster. As the MPCs are assumed
to be discrete, the integrals in (9) reduce to sums, so the mean
AoA and AoD are separately estimated by
K Np,kl (n)
(n) 2
n=1 ϕ̃Rx/Tx,kl |Ãkl |
k=1
,
(10)
ϕ̄AoA/AoD,l =
K Np,kl (n) 2
n=1 |Ãkl |
k=1

estimated cluster azimuth spread ϕ̂rms
AoA / deg

10

and the rms CAS are obtained by

σ̂ϕ̃AoA/AoD,l

ÚÙ È È
Ù
(ϕ̃
=Ø
È È
K
k=1

Np,kl
n=1

(n)
Rx/Tx,kl −
Np,kl
K
n=1
k=1
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estimated CAS
9

mean estimate

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

(n)

ϕ̄AoA/AoD,l )2 |Ãkl |2
(n)

|Ãkl |2

(11)

for each cluster l in the AoA (Rx) and AoD (Tx) domain.
Results for the considered scenarios will be presented in
Section IV.
F. Accuracy of the CAS estimator
It has been shown in [29] that the azimuth estimates
obtained by high-resolution parameter estimators based on the
specular-path model exhibit a heavy-tailed distribution. The
CAS estimator (11) computes the square root of the estimated
second central moment of this distribution. The value of the
CAS estimate computed using (11) increases along with the
support range. This implies that the estimator can be biased
when the support range is selected improperly. Therefore, a
detailed study of the effect of the estimator is paramount. In
the following we show by simulations that defining the clusters
according to the rules given in Section III-B guarantees that
the support is selected appropriately, and thus, the bias of the
CAS estimate is reduced to a negligible amount.
In the simulations, channel matrices for an 8 × 8 MIMO
system are randomly generated where the receiver and the
transmitter are equipped with ULAs consisting of 8 isotropic
antennas spaced by half a wavelength. For each scenario,
Nc clusters are generated, where Nc is an integer randomly
selected between 2 and 6. The nominal AoA and nominal
AoD of the clusters are randomly selected in [−60◦ , +60◦ ]
and [−90◦, +90◦ ] respectively. To avoid heavily overlapping
clusters, we disregarded samples where the nominal AoAs of
any two clusters were spaced by less than 20◦ .
Each individual cluster consists of L MPCs, where L
is an integer randomly selected between 10 and 100. The
AoAs and AoDs of the MPCs in each cluster are von Mises
distributed random variables . The CASs σϕ̃AoA and σϕ̃AoD
for individual clusters are randomly selected from the set
{0.1◦ , 1◦ , 2◦ , . . . , 8◦ }.
Two fading scenarios, i.e. Rayleigh and Rice fading, are
considered in the simulations. For Rayleigh fading, the propagation paths have equal amplitudes and independent [0, 2π)uniformly-distributed random phases. In the scenario with

1

2
3
4
5
6
true cluster azimuth spread ϕrms
AoA / deg

7

8

,
Fig. 8. Estimated CAS versus true CAS obtained in synthetic scenarios.
Crosses indicate estimates for the different clusters, diamonds indicate the
mean estimates. The estimator is nearly unbiased.

Rice fading, all propagation paths but a path located at the centre of the cluster, have equal magnitude and [0, 2π)-uniformlydistributed random phases. The dominant component has AoA
and AoD equal to the nominal AoA and nominal AoD of
the cluster respectively. The amplitude of this component is
calculated to match the Rice factor and its phase is kept
constant in all realizations of one simulation run. The Rice
factor is the ratio between the power of the dominant component and that of the other components. In the simulation,
we specify Rice fading only for clusters with CAS equal to
0.1◦ and use Rayleigh fading for clusters with larger CAS.
This consideration is based on physical wave propagation, as
clusters showing very small CAS can be considered as point
sources or specular reflections. Thus, such clusters exhibit
Rician fading. When the CAS is large, both Rice or Rayleigh
fading scenarios are possible.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio
between the mean power of the received signals contributed by
all clusters and the variance of the noise at each Rx antenna,
and is set to 50dB.
We will present results for estimation of the CAS σϕ̃AoA
only, as the estimator shows similar results for the CAS σϕ̃AoD .
Figure 8 illustrates the estimator performance for estimated
CAS versus the true CAS. The CAS estimates are shown as
crosses, the mean estimate is denoted as solid diamond. It can
be observed that the estimated bias is positive when the true
CAS less than 4◦ , and negative for larger values. Since the
absolute values of the biases are observed to be very small,
the estimator is nearly unbiased, from a practical point of view,
in the considered range.
The accuracy of the estimator is depicted in Figure 9,
where the absolute errors, relative to the true value are plotted
(crosses) together with their mean values (circles) and rms
values (diamonds) for each distinct AoA. These errors are
approximately 10% in average for σϕ̃AoA > 1◦ , and larger
than 20% for σϕ̃AoA < 1◦ . This shows that the variance of
the CAS estimator is sensitive to small CASs. However, since
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Fig. 9. CAS estimation errors in synthetic scenarios. The absolute errors
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the absolute error is small when σϕ̃AoA < 1◦ , from a practical
point of view the estimates obtained with the true CAS less
than 1◦ are acceptable.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Fading Statistics
Figure 10 shows the empirical fading pdf of (8) for each
cluster l (solid lines) from the exemplary environment in

0

below Rayleigh

Rayleigh

above Rayleigh

Fig. 11.
Histogram of the three fading statistics “below Rayleigh”,
“Rayleigh”, and “above Rayleigh”

Figure 7. For comparison, the Rayleigh pdf with equal power
(black dashed line) are plotted.
In this example, cluster 1 exhibits prominent fading above
Rayleigh. The other clusters either match Rayleigh fading or
show too few estimates for further characterisation. Furthermore, in this scenario Cluster 1 corresponds to a obstuctedLOS path.
Fading above Rayleigh indicates the dominance of a few
fading components. As expected, only clusters evolving from
obstucted-LOS paths show prominent fading above Rayleigh.
The fading behaviour from all clusters is presented in
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TABLE I
C LUSTER PARAMETERS
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Rx24
Rx25
Rx26
Average
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0
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Cluster number
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9

Fig. 12. CAS of individual clusters in the exemplary scenario evaluated for
AoA and AoD

Figure 11. It shows a histogram of the results gained by
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied to all clusters, which
decides on the fading behaviour. Clusters that are below
Rayleigh fading are covered by too few paths and thus do
not give sufficient information about their fading behaviour.
We observe a large number of Rayleigh fading clusters (i.e.
390) and only a very small number of clusters showing fading
statistics above Rayleigh (i.e. 48).

V. C ONCLUSIONS
Multi-path clusters are characterised based on indoor measurements gathered in an office environment at 5.2 GHz.
5 We

kindly remind the reader of the 120◦ field-of-view of the Rx array.
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B. Cluster Azimuth Spreads
In Figure 12 the CASs for the previously considered environment (Figure 7) are shown.
Note that the CAS also depends on the size of the chosen
ellipses defining the clusters. However, provided the cluster is
defined following the rules described in Section III-B, the CAS
does not change significantly with the size of the enclosing
ellipse. This finding unhinges objections against insufficient
precision in the process of defining cluster ellipses.
In Section III-F we showed that the proposed cluster spread
estimator is nearly unbiased and shows only negligible estimation errors.
Table I details the number of clusters in each scenario and
the mean CAS for all considered scenarios5 . We observe an
interdependence between the cluster parameters. When we
identify a large number of clusters, their CASs are usually
small and vice versa. Also, a large AoA CAS usually coincides
with large AoD CAS.
A histogram of CASs obtained from all environments is
shown in Figure 13. We usually observe larger AoA than AoD
cluster spreads, as the transmitter was placed in a corridor. One
can see that the AoA CASs mainly varies between 2 and 7
degrees, whereas the AoD cluster spread varies between 2 and
9 degree.
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Fig. 13. Histogram of rms CAS over all scenarios (AoA domain left, and
AoD domain right).

Clusters are evaluated for 72 scenarios with a subset of 150
realisations each.
To identify clusters, we propose an improved algorithm
using the AoA/AoD power spectrum jointly with SAGE
estimates. We introduce a new, more strict definition of what
a cluster is, and restrict clusters by ellipses.
As we are considering the AoA/AoD-domain, the number
of identified clusters is usually larger than in comparable
publications. This fact becomes even more prominent as the
Rx array had a limited field-of-view of 120◦.
We investigate the cluster fading statistics, where we find
that (obstructed-)LOS clusters show prominent Rician fading,
whereas NLOS clusters exhibit Rayleigh fading.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, we did not find any
comparative results on cluster fading in literature.
For the evaluation of the rms cluster azimuth spreads for
the AoAs and AoDs, we introduced a novel estimator for the
cluster angular spread which we found to be approximately
unbiased and shows only negligible estimation errors.
As the transmitter was positioned in a corridor (providing
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a preferred propagation path), we observe different cluster
azimuth spreads in the AoD domain than in the AoA domain.
We find the AoA rms azimuth spread mainly to range between
2–7 degree, the AoD rms azimuth spread between 2–9 degree.
These results can be used to parametrize the new clusterbased COST 273 MIMO channel model [14]. Throughout
literature, e.g. [6], [12], [7], [13], the azimuth spread was
found to be much larger with a smaller number of clusters.
The difference with the results presented in this paper results
from our strategy of identifying clusters in the AoA/AoD
domain instead of using the AoA/delay domain. Even a small,
unresolvable deviation in the delay domain can result in
completely different and well distinguishable AoDs. In the
AoA/AoD domain multipath clusters can be separated more
precisely. This explains why the estimated cluster spreads are
smaller in our evaluation.
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